
 
RESPONSE TO ICSTIS CONSULTATION ON 0871  
 
 
Summary of consultation questions 
On the proposal to create a Statement of Application to apply to the 0871 number range (see 
page 8): 
Q1: Do you agree with our proposal to create a Statement of Application for the 
0871 number range? If not, please provide your reasons and alternative suggestions. 
 
“ANSWER: Yes, it is a good idea. Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or 
booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of 
rewarding crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they 
earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure 
ALL consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing 
system should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company 
literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   
ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, 
and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer 
service numbers) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers 
are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
On the proposed application of Section 1 of the Code (see page 9): 
Q2: Do you agree that the current application of Section 1 of the Code is 
appropriate to apply to the 0871 number range? If not, please give your reasons. 
On the proposed application of the due diligence requirements in Section 2 of the Code (see 
page 11): 
ANSWER : Yes, it is a cracking idea.  Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone 
banking, or booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a 
pathetic way of rewarding crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the 
more money they earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job 
ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an 
automated queuing system should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, 
websites, and company literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we 
need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 
minutes is too long, and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, 
and customer service numbers ) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  
0871 numbers are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
Q3: Do you agree that this is a fair and proportionate application of the network 
operators’ due diligence requirements to the 0871 number range? If not, please 
give your reasons. 
ICSTIS would welcome further information regarding quantification of costs. 
On the 30-day payment rule in Section 2 of the Code (see page 12): 
 
ANSWER: Yes, bring it on. Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or 
booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of 
rewarding crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they 
earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure 
ALL consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing 
system should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company 
literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   
ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, 
and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer 
service numbers ) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 
numbers are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q4: Do you have any further information and evidence regarding usual payment 



times? 
Additionally it would be helpful to have responses that indicate to what extent 
Service providers rely on immediate payments from network operators to cover 
their operational costs. 
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On the proposed application of the 30-day payment rule in Section 2 of the Code (see page 13): 
ANSWER: NO.   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q5: Do you agree that this is a fair and proportionate application of a delayed 
payment mechanism to the 0871 number range? If not, please provide your 
reasons. 
On the proposed application of the obligations for service providers in Section 3 of the Code 
(see page 13): 
ANSWER: NO . .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a 
ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding 
crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A 
RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL 
consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system 
should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company 
literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   
ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, 
and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer 
service numbers ) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 
numbers are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q6: Do you agree that the current application of Section 3 of the Code is 
appropriate to apply to the 0871 number range? If not, please provide your 
reasons. 
On the proposed application of the obligations of information providers in Section 4 of the Code 
(see page 13): 
 
ANSWER: YES, quite appropriate indeed.  .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as 
telephone banking, or booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They 
are a pathetic way of rewarding crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, 
the more money they earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your 
job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an 
automated queuing system should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, 
websites, and company literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we 
need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 
minutes is too long, and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, 
and customer service numbers ) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  
0871 numbers are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q7: Do you agree that the current application of Section 4 of the Code is 



appropriate to apply to the 0871 number range? If not, please provide your 
reasons. 
On the proposed application of the prior permissions regime in Section 5.1 of the Code (see 
page 15): 
 
ANSWER: YES, quite appropriate indeed. .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as 
telephone banking, or booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They 
are a pathetic way of rewarding crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, 
the more money they earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your 
job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an 
automated queuing system should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, 
websites, and company literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we 
need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 
minutes is too long, and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, 
and customer service numbers ) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  
0871 numbers are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
 
 
Q8: Do you agree that it is fair and proportionate to apply ICSTIS’ current 
application of the prior permission regime under Section 5.1 of the Code to 
the 0871 number range? If not, please provide your reasons. 
On the proposed application of the undue delay provision in Section 5.4.2 of the Code (see 
page 19): 
.   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, confirming an 
internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap customer 
service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL 
RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers are 
protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not be 
charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
Q9: Do you agree that Option D is a fair and proportionate application of the 
undue delay requirements in paragraph 5.4.2 of the Code to the 0871 number 
range? If not, please provide your reasons and alternative preferred option. 
Additionally, please provide details of any other options you feel may be 
appropriate for ICSTIS to consider. 
On the proposed application of the pricing requirements in Section 5.7 of the Code (see page 
21): 
YES.   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
Q10: Do you agree that this is a fair and proportionate application of the pricing 
information requirements under Section 5.7 of the Code to the 0871 number 
range? If not, please provide your reasons. 
Q11: Do you agree that it is appropriate to allow a three-month implementation 



period, as outlined above? 
On the proposed application of those Code provisions which enable ICSTIS to regulate the 
content of services (see page 23): 
 
YES. .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q12: Do you agree that this is a fair and proportionate application of ICSTIS’ 
scope of regulation in respect to content of services provided on the 0871 
number range? If not, please provide your reasons. 
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YES. .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 
On the proposed application of Section 6 of the Code (see page 23): 
Q13: Do you agree that the current application of Section 6 of the Code is 
appropriate to apply to the 0871 number range? If not, please provide your 
reasons. 
On the proposed application of Section 7 of the Code (see page 23): 
YES. .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q14: Do you agree that the current application of Section 7 of the Code is 
appropriate to apply to the 0871 number range? If not, please provide your 
reasons. 
On the proposed application of Sections 8 to 11 of the Code (see page 23): 
 



YES. .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q15: Do you agree that the current application of Sections 8 to 11 of the 
Code is appropriate to apply to the 0871 number range? If not, please provide 
your reasons. 
On the proposed application of the funding requirements in Annex 1 of the Code (see page 24): 
YES.   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q16: Do you agree that this is a fair and proportionate application of the 
funding model in Annex 1 of the Code to apply to the 0871 number range? 
If not, please provide your reasons. 
On the proposed method of collection of the levy (see page 24): 
YES. .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q17: Do you agree that this is a fair and proportionate method of collection 
of the funding levy to apply to the 0871 number range? If not, please provide 
your reasons. 
 
YES. .   Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, 
confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap 
customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT 
ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers 
are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not 
be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 



trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
Q18: Do you agree that a minimum payment amount from each network 
operator should be £500 per annum? If not, please provide your reasons. 
On branding (see page 25): 
 
NO.  it should be at least  500,000,000,000,000,000 GBP so that these idiots operating such rip-off services 
can’t afford to pay the minimum so that they NEVER get paid. BWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA..    Premium-rate 
numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or 
booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap customer service.  The longer 
these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A 
COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers are protected from this 
MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not be charged.  Call 
charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including the cost from 
mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 
0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should trigger an 
automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be made to 
publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to call from 
overseas.” 
 
Q19: Do you agree that it is not appropriate for ICSTIS to create and promote 
a separate brand for regulation of the 0871 number range? If not, please provide 
your reasons. 
On inviting views on any other issue (see page 25): 
IT IS NOT APPROPRIATE TO HAVE A SEPARATE BRAND. All premium rate numbers are equal.     Some 
are NOT more equal than others.    Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, 
or booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way 
of rewarding crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money 
they earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to 
ensure ALL consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated 
queuing system should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and 
company literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all 
cases.   ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is 
too long, and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and 
customer service numbers ) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  
0871 numbers are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
 
Q20: Is there any other way in which ICSTIS’ regulatory framework should be 
amended or otherwise so as to regulate the 0871 number range in a way that 
is fair and proportionate? 
On the draft Statement of Application in Appendix A (see page 30): 
 
NO 0871 numbers should be treated the same as telephone sex lines because the are morally identical.     
Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or booking a ticket, confirming an 
internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of rewarding crap customer 
service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL 
RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure ALL consumers are 
protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing system should not be 
charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company literature, including 
the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   ICSTIS also need to 
ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, and any longer should 
trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer service numbers ) should be 
made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 numbers are virtually impossible to 
call from overseas.” 
 
 



 
Q21: Do you agree that this is an appropriate wording for a Statement of 
Application based on ICSTIS’ proposals? If not, please provide your reasons 
and alternative wording. 
Respondents are also asked to indicate their preferred option in applying the 
undue delay provisions of the Code to the 0871 number range 
 
No preference.   However, Premium-rate numbers for non-Premium services such as telephone banking, or 
booking a ticket, confirming an internet order,  or booking a flight really cheese me off.  They are a pathetic way of 
rewarding crap customer service.  The longer these companies to take to answer the phone, the more money they 
earn.  A RIGHT ROYAL RIP-OFF AND A COMPLETELY PATHETIC SITUATION. It is your job ICSTIS to ensure 
ALL consumers are protected from this MADNESS!  Unanswered calls and those held in an automated queuing 
system should not be charged.  Call charges should be quoted in all publications, adverts, websites, and company 
literature, including the cost from mobiles and payphones.  TRANSPARANCY is what we need in all cases.   
ICSTIS also need to ensure that all 0871 operators have a limit on how long you can be left on hold. 5 minutes is too long, 
and any longer should trigger an automatic refund.   All non-value added services (i.e. ticket booking lines, and customer 
service numbers ) should be made to publish a non-geographic alternative number for those calling from abroad.  0871 
numbers are virtually impossible to call from overseas.” 
 
Regards 
 
Philip G, York
 


